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The title of the new Amnesia Wars show Psycheroticproviholicyesandsomthinvoodoo is
exactly accurate: the show really is psycheroticproviholic; and yes, there is somethin
voodoo about it as well: that credibility-defying way these four performers have of
knowing, seemingly extrasensorily, what each of the others is about to do. The best
improv is part great acting, part brilliant comic timing, and part raw psychic energy. Rob
Reese, Jason Evans, Jennifer Nails, and Jared Robinson possess these traits in greater
quantities than practically any human beings I know of.  Their show, an hour-and-a-half
of unscripted theatre, is as dynamic and thrilling and surprising as a great amusement
park ride; or, shifting metaphors, as jaw-droppingly adrenalin rush-provoking as a netless
highwire act. 
Okay, so what exactly is this new Amnesia Wars show? Well, it's a two-part tour de force
that uses teeny slips of suggestions from the audience to craft off-the-wall, high-energy,
high-intelligence improvised comedy. It starts with a request for an everyday household
object (at the show I attended, the one named was a blender). We then witness the
troupe's warm-up: mental and occasionally physical gymnastics, as the four players wrap
their minds and funny bones around the concept of a blender. And then comes the first
long-form improvisation, spun magically just from that one word; here, a seriocomic
look at two roommates throwing a party. The scene, surprisingly, is in two parts; it's
broken up by a series of hilarious blackout sketches, all created on the fly--not exactly
variations on a theme, but a linked stream-of-consciousness that reminds us of a long,
weird dream: off-kilter but entirely pleasant.

Part two starts with three locations called out by the audience (a manhole, an igloo, and purgatory were the ones provided
at the show I attended). The actors then improvise something called "The Lola," which turns out to be a fugue of sorts, of
linked stories set in each of these strange places, played out a total of three times, as the invented characters try to improve
or enhance their destinies.
If it all sounds precious or abstract, then I haven't done the show justice (if it sounds odd and unlike any other theatre
you've ever seen, then I have). The thing is, there's structure to what Amnesia Wars does, but it's hardly at all like the
more rigid "theatresports" routines that dominate the improv of shows like Chicago City Limits or Whose Line Is It,
Anyway? This is looser, more spontaneous, and way more dangerous: as challenging for the audience as it is for the
performers. Expect death-defying turns and giddily weird developments: a married couple in an igloo obsessing over a
video of The Music Man, perhaps, or a rock icon named Jack scratching his autograph onto a dead fan's arm. You have to
be there, or more accurately, you have to go there: Amnesia Wars, in all its superbly witty splendor, has to be experienced
to be fully appreciated.

CAST: Jason Evans, Jennifer Nails, Rob Reese, Jared Robinson

DIRECTOR: Rob Reese
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